
ROXBURY 5K
Roxbury Township, NJ

START/FINISH- Please see detail photos.
Mile 1- 40.852858, -74.634063 On the West-Morris Greenway at 
the transition between gravel and pavement. Next to the red trail 
map and the two refuse and recycling cans.
Mile 2- On the path near the NW corner of the lake. Even with 
Light Pole (L.P.) #40AMP/BT70061RX, which is near the S edge of 
the crosswalk across Eyland Ave to Eisenhower Middle School. 
Mile 3- Even with the S edge of the concession stand on the S 
side of the baseball diamond. 22 feet NE of the NE edge of the 
Rose J. Scullion Saponaro Memorial Bench.

Measured by Matthew Slocum
9 March 2023
precisioncoursedesign@gmail.com

This course was measured using the full width of the road/path and 
the Shortest Possible Route.

Blue Arrows = Roads
Magenta Arrows = Paths
(Dashed = Gravel)
Red Arrows = Finish Section (Paths) 
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40.854816, -74.635482 
Even with the S 
edge of the sidewalk 
that is just N of the 
bleachers on the W 
side of the turf 
football field. Near 
the 41 yard line. 
Marked with 
MagNail. 

Township of 
Roxbury Bldg

START DETAIL- In the intersection just W of the Township 
of Roxbury Bldg. 32 feet 2 inches W of the W edge of L.P. # NJ 1608 
RU. Marked with MagNail. 

L.P. #NJ1608 RU

Course Details- Runners must follow 
designated paths and may not cut through 
dirt parking areas or shortcuts. At the 
transition from paved path to gravel on the E 
side of the lake, runners must pass the 
cement diamond in the ground next to the 
Margaret Clement Bench before connecting 
to the gravel path. When approaching the 
stretch heading south on the West-Morris
Greenway near the end of the race, 
runners may connect through 
the easternmost entrance to the
parking lot and then turn right N 
of the 4th boulder S of the 
northernmost boulder 
on the W side of 
the Greenway.
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